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CASE SUMMARY
Large Healthcare System
Finds the IP Migration Cure
to Its TDM Rip/Replace Migraine

A large not-for-profit healthcare system supporting multiple medical centers, critical access hospitals, and medical clinics
across the Northwestern US, wanted to upgrade its TDM-based voice systems to IP. The limited functionality of the older
systems meant communicating was hard work for staff, patients, and suppliers. NVT Phybridge changed all that with the IPenabling, plug and play PoLRE switch.

“The NVT Phybridge solution allowed us to achieve our project goals at a significantly reduced cost, all
while maintaining call quality and pleasing our end-users.”
Sr. IT Director
Northwestern Healthcare System

Challenge: The customer needed to move from an aging yet reliable TDM voice system to a converged, unified
IP platform that would provide better communication and collaborative capabilities across multiple
departments, facilities, and locations. But to implement the new technology, the customer first needed to
establish an IP infrastructure to support it. Faced with the costly, time-consuming, and complex process of
ripping/replacing/rebuilding each location’s CAT3 infrastructures with Ethernet was daunting. Additionally,
extensive power and cooling upgrades were required in hundreds of IDF closets to support even more standard
reach PoE switches. The massive, disruptive, and expensive TDM/CAT3 to IP technology refresh left the
customer frustrated and uncertain how to proceed, forcing the project to be delayed indefinitely.
Solution: The customer discovered NVT Phybridge. Within minutes of learning about NVTP’s Power over Long
Reach Ethernet (PoLRE) PoE switch, the Sr. IT Director and Project Lead signed up for NVTP’s no cost/no
obligation hands-on trial on the main premise. The results were immediate and far exceeded the customer’s
expectations. In just three simple plug and play steps, the PoLRE switch created the full VoIP and PoE
capabilities needed --- leveraging the established TDM infrastructure backbone. And PoLRE’s long reach
capabilities completely eliminated the costs, disruption, and labor to upgrade the IDF closets. The customer was
now able to move quickly to its new UC/Collaboration solution, fully-powered and IP-enabled with NVTP PoLRE
switches.
Result: This healthcare customer was able to smoothly and flawlessly migrate over 900 phones across 10
buildings with almost no business disruption, and saving hundreds of thousands of dollars in the process. “The
NVT Phybridge PoLRE solution allowed us to achieve our project goals at a significantly reduced cost, all while
maintaining call quality and pleasing our end-users,” said the Sr. IT Director. Delighted with the PoLRE IP
migration experience, the customer has recommended the solution to many in the same situation. He added,
“Well, you know when something comes along and it just works, how can you not pass that good news on to
others? We want companies in the same predicament as we were to know there is a simpler way to migrate to
IP. And that’s with NVT Phybridge PoLRE switches. We could not be happier with our new solutions.”

About Us

At NVT Phybridge, we make it our business to simply and quickly IP-enable existing infrastructures so our customers can
experience faster ROI from their new IP-based solutions. We make any IP migration simple and flawless. And we make IP
connections happen where they are needed most. Every time.
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It’s Your Turn! Let us help you save money, eliminate risk, and simplify LAN
requirements with our CHARIoT Series.
www.nvtphybridge.com/chariot

Business Communications

Security & Surveillance

IP Building Control

IP Wifi Access Points
IP Phones, Conferencing
IP Speakers
IP TV
IP Signage

IP Cameras
IP Speakers
IP Emergency Phones
IP Access Control

IP Lighting
IP Signage
IP Access Control
IP Temperature Controls
IP Cameras

PoLRE

CLEER

FLEX

Single-Pair UTP up to
1,200ft (365m)

Coax up to
2,000ft (610m)

Multi-Pair UTP up to
2,000ft (610m)

Award -W in n in g In n o vat io n
by NVT Phybridge

The CHARIoT Series of long reach PoE solutions are among the winners of Security Today’s 2017 Government
Security Awards. The Govies recognize outstanding government security products in a variety of categories. An
independent panel of judges from the security industry selected the top entries in the 2017
categories and named them winners using criteria including Features, Innovation, User
Friendliness, Interoperability, Quality, Design, Market Opportunity, and Impact in the
Security Industry, Technical Advances, and Scalability. The NVT Phybridge CHARIoT
Series received this year’s award for Network Support Solutions.
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